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Our State

› The State and its people
› State history
› State coat of arms
› Organs of the constitution
› State Administration
› Business location
› Holiday destination and centre of culture

Government

› Minister-President
   › Biography
   › Position and responsibilities
   › Minister-Presidents since 1952
› The State Government
   › Members of the State Government
      › Thomas Strobl
      › Edith Sitzmann
      › Susanne Eisenmann
      › Theresia Bauer
      › Franz Untersteller
Nicole Hoffmeister-Kraut
Manfred Lucha
  › Ein Tag mit Manne Lucha
Peter Hauk
Guido Wolf
  › Ein Tag mit Guido Wolf
Winfried Hermann
Gisela Erler
Gisela Splett
Petra Olschowski
Andre Baumann
Katrin Schütz
Friedlinde Gurr-Hirsch
Wilfried Klenk
Florian Stegmann
Theresa Schopper
Beauftragte der Landesregierung
Volker Schebesta

Ministries
Baden-Württemberg in the Federation
  › State Representation in Berlin
  › Bundesrat
  › Conference of Minister-Presidents
Baden-Württemberg in Europe and the world
  › State Representation in Brussels
  › Helping to shape the face of Europe
  › Baden-Württemberg in the world

Shaping BW
Baden-Württemberg is successful
Baden-Württemberg is sustainable
Baden-Württemberg is astute
Baden-Württemberg is in touch with the people
Baden-Württemberg is fair
Baden-Württemberg is beauty in action
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Press contacts
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Service portal